Terrell Lloyd, San Francisco 49ers Photographer, Brings DNP’s
DS40™ to the Football Field and Around the World
From the new Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara to places across the globe, Terrell Lloyd
relies on DNP’s flagship DS40 for flawless prints anywhere, any time.

After 17 years photographing the San Francisco 49ers, pro photographer Terrell Lloyd transitioned in July 2014 from
contractor to a full-time team employee for the 49ers. Lloyd is now the head team photographer working under 49ers
Studios and oversees all game-day photography, marketing shoots, community relations programs, as well as providing
services for the 49ers ownership. While his responsibilities vary from day-to-day, his use of DNP’s DS40 for most of the
team’s photo printing needs when it requires a in-house or on-site printing. For Lloyd, what really sets the DNP DS40 apart
is that it works as hard as he does–portraying each and every image with sharp lines and bright colors.

“I’ve worked with many photo printers throughout my
20 years in the photography business, so I know a
high-end print when I see one,” said Lloyd. “The
quality of the DNP DS40 is above and beyond the
rest.”
Speed is also crucial to Lloyd’s work, and the DS40
delivers top quality photographs in just seconds.
“Clients are always amazed not only by the quality of
the prints I hand to them but also the speed in which
they are produced,” Lloyd explained. “The DS40
allows people to walk away from an important event
with a tangible memory right then and there.

Lloyd currently owns two DS40 printers and plans to
expand in the upcoming months.
For more information on DNP’s photo printing solutions,
please visit: www.dnpphoto.com/EventPhoto/DS40.aspx

In addition to his work with the 49ers, Lloyd is an
athletic photographer for San Jose State University,
and shoots high-end corporate events for companies
around the world where he continues to rely
steadfastly on the DS40. “The portability of the
printer and the size of the printer make traveling with
it easy,” Lloyd said. “Reliability is key, and the DS40
is the most reliable printer out there. And people are
amazed by the quality of print you can produce, no
matter where in the world we are.”

Memories deserve prints.
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